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Abstract: This paper presents a web-accessible database
adapted for monitoring and maintaining equipment on-board
most ships to engineers for easy monitoring and quick data
retrieval. A module retrieves relevant and important data then
transmits them wirelessly to a mobile device which sends
them to an off-site database for more detailed analysis later.
Designed mainly with MySQL 5.7 and JSP which offers bet-
ter security in data access, low cost, compatibility, and acces-
sibility with different operating systems and computer archi-
tectures than MS Access or FileMaker.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, the cost of launching and operating database sys-
tems have become lower and more frequently used in almost
every field[1]. With the development of the next generation
of maritime vessels, the complexity of maintaining and moni-
toring also increases. For that reason, we developed a module
that retrieves data from an equipment and transmits them to a
mobile device that then send them to an off-site database for
further analysis later. So the idea involves a modular device
that can be essentially plug-and-play into most equipment and
store important data in a database that can be accessible from
any place. In this paper, we implemented the database system
based on MySQL with the InnoDB storage engine and JSP
to render a web page that can be easily accessible for easy
monitoring and data retrieval.

2. The Proposed System
2.1 System architecture

Figure 1. Overall System Design.

As figure 1 shows, a smart terminal dongle module is attached
to an equipment. The module retrieve relevant and critical

data from the equipment and transmits them to a mobile de-
vice, connected to the Internet, then stores the data collected
to an off-site database. The design also takes into account the
cost, flexibility, and portability similar to [2]. However, as
we are passing data to JavaScript for processing on the client-
side, we opted to use JSON over XML (PHP). To serve JSP
pages to the client, we decided to install an Apache Tomcat
Sever [3], to use MySQL 5.7 [4] as a relational database man-
ager system and to use the JSP programming language for de-
veloping client-server applications and creating dynamic con-
tent for websites. Requests and updates from JSP or the An-
droid application on the mobile device towards the MySQL
are carried out by using Structured Query Language (SQL)
and JSON.

2.2 System operation process

Figure 2. System operating process.

The mobile device application transmits the received data
from the modules to the database using JSON. Once the data
has been store on the database, anyone with proper authoriza-
tion can access the data by serving a responsive web page
that can be accessed by most devices with an Internet con-
nection. Aside from searching the database, the database can
also store data relevant to the vessel such third party com-
panies that maintain or repair ships, its engineers, as well as
keep a history log for future references. The system operat-
ing process is shown in figure 2. The mobile has functions
such as device setting and connection, dignosis, software up-
grade, data transmission, user manual. The Web DB server
has the functions setting and connection, user management,
data receiving, repair and component management, reporting,
alarm.
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2.3 Design of Database

Figure 3. Datebase design.

In this paper, the database was developed by using MySQL.
As shown figure 3, the main tables in the database are mod-
ules, componenets, schedules, results, engineers, checklists,
and component logs. The modules table contains the list of
the modules or devices used to acquire the data for mainte-
nance and later diagnosis. The components table contains the
components of a machine the module is connected to. Be-
fore diagnosing a machine, the engineer needs to first make
a schedule which is stored in the schedules table and the cor-
responding data are stored in the results tables. A log file
of all activities for future references are stored in the compo-
nent logs table. The tables like companies, models, manuals,
firmwares

2.4 Design of Mobile Application

The design of the mobile application and each page is shown
in figure 4. First, the engineer connects to the module by set-
ting up a bluetooth connection. The mobile scans for nearby
modules that could be connected. After setting up the blue-
tooth connection, the engineer login to the connected module.
A list of all the components that had been previously sched-
uled to be diagnosed is shown on the application. The engi-

Figure 4. Design of the Mobile application.

neer has the option to select which components he wants to
be diagnosed. After retrieving the data from the modules, the
results is then sent to the webserver.

Figure 5. Bluetooth connection.

In bluetooth setup as shown in figure 5, there are three
functions. The log file save tap check if save the diagnosis
results together or not. The device module search tap has
function of turning on bluetooth and scanning the device that
can be connected. And this tap shows the device list. Next,
in login display, the connected device name comes up and ap-
plication wants the password. After setting up the bluetooth
connection, user can see the module diagnosis screen. In this
screen, there are serveral features and shows the detail results
of diagnosis as shown in figure 6. The left side check box is
for selection of device modules. The right top box is diagno-
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Figure 6. Module diagnosis and results.

sis button, so if user click this button, mobile send a diagnosis
order and wait the response. The list of red and green boxes
shows diagnosis results. This list presents the response about
prior order and if success, the box will be green, if not, will
be red. The center bottom button has feature of transmission
the results. By this button, user can send the results data to
web server and save in database.

3. Implementation

Figure 7. Example of an Input Form.

The web server provides the services and has access link
like fcsldb.kumoh.ac.kr:8080/fcsl. When developing the web-
based interface as shown in figures 7 and 8, Eclipse Mars Java
EE IDE for Web Developers was used. At this moment, the
version of the running software are: Apache Tomcat 8.0.30,
MySQL 5.7.10.0-Community Edition and Java Server JRE
8u71. Sending data to the database as shown in figure 7 and
searching as shown in figure 8 was made using the Bootstrap
framework, which provides a responsive, intuitive, and pow-
erful mobile first front-end framework.

Figure 8. Example of Searching the Database.

4. Discussion and Conclusion
This project emerges from the need to easy monitoring of
equipment in a maritime vessel. A web-accessible database
adapted for monitoring and maintaining equipment on-board
most ships to engineers for easy monitoring and quick data re-
trieval was made. A module retrieves relevant and important
data then transmits them to a mobile device which sends them
to an off-site database for more detailed analysis later. The
web-accessible database has a friendly interface to support
engineers, whether on-site or off-site for easy vessel equip-
ment monitoring.
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